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Abstract 

The grinding operation is one of the most popular finishing opera-
tions, which requires high costs and large machining times to achieve a 
given BUrface roughness. Although the operation has been used to pro
duce better surfaces after several interim operations, a few theoretical and 
practical research about its operational characteristics has been presented. 
The surface roughness resulted by an abrasive wheel is the typical char
acteristic. This study presents mathematical models to estimate prob
abilistically BUrface roughness in multi-pass horizontal surface grinding 
operations from the initial surface roughness distributions of a workpiece, 
the distributions of the wheel radius , and the distributions of distances 
between active grains. As a result, we can show either the probability 
satisfying a given surface roughness or the range of surface roughness sat
isfying a given probability when grinding conditions are fixed. Also, we 
can establish the relationship between grinding conditions satisfying the 
range of BUrface roughness under a given probability. 
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1 Introduction 

The surface roughness in grinding operations is determined by a combined ef
fects of irregular factors of a grinding wheel such as rotational speed, feed rate, 
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diameter, active grain size, and distance between active grains. Vibration, ther
mal effect, and friction between the wheel and a workpiece are another fac
tors to affect the roughness. A lot of existing studies have reported the most 
recommendable roughness values to be obtained experimentally or empirically. 
Recently, however, the need of mathematical models for estimating the surface 
roughness has been exposed to reduce inaccurate estimation or ambiguous de
cisions in grinding areas.[1)[4) Several features of grinding operations have been 
represented mathematically or statistically. Law and et.al[3) presented that the 
distance between neighboring active grains follows an exponential distribution 
and a sum of the wheel radius and the active grain size follows a Z distribution. 
Malkin[4) presented that the irregularities on a workpiece surface come from 
the wheel characteristics such as grain sizes, wheel radius, wheel material, etc. 
Also, he suggested uniform distributions for both the distance between neigh
boring active grains and the active grain sizes because the grain extraction and 
bonding methods have been evolved to make more uniform wheels. 

In this study, a probabilistic modeling approach is used for estimating ac
curately surface roughness under mathematical characteristics of a wheel. A 
horizontal grinding machine is assumed to perform grinding operations. A 
worktable with a loaded workpiece moves back and forth to obtain a speci
fied surface roughness while a wheel continuously rotates. It is hard to achieve 
a given roughne88 by one pass of the worktable, and so multiple number of 
passes are usually required. The following assumptions are adopted to estimate 
surface roughness in horizontal grinding operation: 

1. The number of passes will not affect to the wheel characteristics. 

2. The active grain size is smaller than the initial surface roughness of a 
workpiece in multi-pass cases. 

3. The cutting fluids and wheel dressing are not applied. 

4. The surface roughness is not affected by irregular factors such as vibration, 
thermal effect, friction, etc. 

Assumptions 1., 2., and 4. describe that no factors related to the wheel wear 
are considered. The second assumption means that the initial surface roughness 
of a workpiece is ground repeatedly to obtain a desired roughness. 

2 Ideal Surface Roughness in Horizontal Grind
ing Operations 

In this study, the ideal surface roughness equation presented by Malkin[4) has 
been used for deriving a probability density function of surface roughness. The 
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ideal surface roughness[4] depicted in Figure 1 is determined by Equation (1). 
Every pass of the grinding wheel over a workpiece creates a new roughness rep
resented by Equation {1). 

Workpiece 

Figure 1: Ideal surface roughness[4]. 

(1) 

Where Re=ideal surface roughness(peak-to-valley surface roughness), V,=rotational 
speed of a spindle or a grinding wheel, Vw =work table speed, X =distance be
tween neighboring active grains, Y = ds/2, Z =X2 / Y, d, = wheel diameter. 

Rt is a function of Z and is a random variable. When a statistical distribution 
is defined for the distance between the active grains or for the wheel radius, a 
probability density function of surface roughness fu(u) is defined for multi-pass 
cases. 

3 Probabilistic Models 

When a workpiece surface is ground several times to obtain a given roughness, 
the (n-l)th roughness is affect to the nth roughness where n is the number of 
travels required for a worktable. In this study, the initial surface roughness ( T) 
is set as a uniform distribution. The highest roughness and the lowest roughness 
of the initial surface are h and g, respectively. Then, the roughness is reduced 
in every pass as much as the constant amount,Rt. 

h(t) = h:gl(g,h}(t), R~n] : surface roughness after the nth pass 

where I(g,h}(t) is an indication function which is defined by either 1 in the 
range of g ::; t ::; h or 0 in other ranges. 
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~n-1) _ Rt = .Ri"]. 
Then, these equations are combined together and simplified as follows: 

T- .2Rt = R~'] (T- Rt = R~1 1). 
T- 3Rt= .Ri31 • 

T- nRt = R1"1. 
T- nRt = T- {JZ = U (P = ;~, U = R~"l) . . 

BothT andU are random variables. Then, the p.d.f of surface roughness is 
defined by /u(u) for multi-pass cases. 

3.1 Uniform distance and uniform radius 
Both the distance between neighboring active grains, X and the wheel radius, 
Yare defined as uniform distributions, 

/x(z) = ,:al(a,IJ)(z), fy(y) = f-clcc,d)(Y), K2 = 3(b- a)(d- c)(h- g) 

where I(a,ll) (z) is an indication function that is defined by either 1 in the 
range of a :S X :S b or 0 in other ranges. I(c,d)(Y) is defined similarly. Then, 
two separated p.d.f must be defined as follows: 

• CASE I ( ~ < a:) 
/u(u) = i;-{-3bc+ 2c.fC/? + ~}J(g-IJ:2 ,g-1J:2>(U) 

1 £ §!t_ +K2 {3ac-3bc+ g-u- g-u}I(g-¥,o-~)(U) 

+:i;-{3ac+3bd- 3bc- 2d../d ~- P!t...9~:}1( flb2 1J"'2)(U) 
2 V T o--;z-,o--;r 

+ h:ol(u-¥,h-fl:2>(U) 

+ i 2 {3ac+3bd- 3ad- 2c..fifl-- f~:}I(h-~,h-¥)(U) 
+i;-{3bd- 3ad+ ~~:- ~~:}J(h-1J:2 ,h-~)(U) 
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+~{-3ad+2d-/ii..jl7- + ~~:}I(h-~,h-~)(U) 

• CASE II (!1: < ~) 
/u(u) = :i;{-3bc+2cv'C ~ + P!t...,~:}I( !!! .llb2)(U) 

II v T g- c ,g-,-

+ i'{3bd- 3bc+ 2(cy'C- d-/ii.){?}I(u-~.u-.e:2l(U) 
+ i"{3ac+3bd-3bc-2d-/d{?- ~}J(u-~.u-~l(U) 
+ h:,I(g-~,h-~)(U) 
+ i'{3ac+ 3bd- 3ad- 2c../C~- f~:}I(h-~,h-~)(U) 
+ _,:11 {3ac- 3ad + 2(dV(i- c..(C).jiii-}I(h-~,h-~ l (U) 

+ ~{-3ad+ 2d-/ii..jiii- + f~:}I(h-¥,h-e_f.)(U) 

3.2 Exponential distance and uniform radius 
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When the p.d.f of the distance between neighboring active grains and the p.d.f 
of the wheel radius are given respectively as follows: 

/x(z) = ~e-.b, fy(y) = f-clcc,d)(1J), Ka = (e-~a- e-~b)(d- c)(h- g) 

the p.d.f of /u(u) for Case I and Case II are obtained. 

• CASE I(~< a:) 
# (u) = {Abe-·u(20~+6b8~H4~2 ) _p_ + 2~c>@ 6 -~.;cJ"¥ 
lv. 60Ka g-u 3K8 y Te 

+ Ua~~~ '{/ e -A..fCj'¥ + 3~aac\@ . 6 ll.::!.e-~..fCj'¥ 
~ 20Ka VT ~ 

+"oi.('jt)2e-A.;cj'¥ + ~~"oo't{¥(9)2e-A.;cj'¥ 
Abce-u A11b11ce-n A8 b8ce-n 7A"b"ce-u A5 b5ce-.u }J ( } ---rs- - 2Ks - 6Ka - 72ok8 - 18ook3 (g- .11~11 ,g- .e:2 ) 'U 

+{Abe-n(20b2+5b3~+b"~2)-~ae-""(20a2+5a3~+a4 ~2 ) _p_ 
60Ka g-u 

~flce-n ~2b2ce-n ~3 b3ce-u 7~4b4ce->.b ~6 b5 ce->.b 
-~- 2Ka 6Ka 720Ka 1800K3 
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>.ade-.1." >.2 a2 de-AG >.3 a3de-h 7>.4 a4de-h >.5 a5 de-"" 
Ka 2Ka 6K8 720K8 - 1800K3 

{ >.ae-.1."(20a2+1ia8 A+a4 >.2 )->.lle-><b (20112 +5113 >.H" >.2 ) ..JL_ 
+ 60Ka h-u 

>.ade-AA >.2 a2 de-AA >.3 a3 de-"" 7X'a"de-h >.5 a5 de-h 
Ka 2Ka 6Ka 72oka 1800Ka 

>.bde-u >.2 b2 de-u >.3 113 de-><b 7>.4 114 de-><b >.5 115 de-><b }J ( ) 
+---ra- + 2Ka + 6Ka + 720Ka + 1800Ka (h-!#,h-~) 'U 

+{>.ae-AG(20a2+5a8 >.+a">.2 ) 13 + 2>.'k{ii {;;:;;; ->.Vii.JF¥ 
eoka I=U 3 a y Te 

+5>.2 d2 h-ue->...rd.JF¥ + 3>.3 d2 0i !;;:;;;h-ue->...rd.JF¥ 
12k3T 2o1<3y TT 

+ 7>."d8 (h-u)2e->.../d~ + >.5 d3/l !;;:;;;(h-u)2e->.v'ii~ 
12oka T 1soo a V T T 
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>.bee->.& >.2 1>2 ce->.& >.3 b3 ce->.& 1X"b4 ce->.& >.5 b5 ce->.& 
-~- 2Ks 6Ks 720Ks 1800Ka 

>.bde->.b >.2b2de->.b >.sbsde->.b 7>.4b4de-.ll& >.5b5de->.& }J ( ) 
+~ + 2Ks + 6Ks + 720Ks + 1800Ka (g-~,g-~) U 

+{->.ae-.ll"(20a2 +5a9 >.+a4 >.2 ) ..JL. _ 2>.dv'd ~e->.v'd..,(ii1 
60Ks g-u 3Ks V T 
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>.ode-A" >.:za:zde-A" >.aaade-AA 7>.4a4de-A" >.6a6de-A" 
Ka 2Ka 6Ka 720Ka - 1800Ka 

All/u(u) derived so far have the following properties: 

• /u(u) ~ 0. 

• Compute f~: /u( u )du = 1. 

• fu(u) is piecewise continuous. 

• For any interval (p,q) , Pr(p ~ u ~ q) = J; /u(u)du. 

3.3 Analysis of probability density functions in multi-pass 
cases 

Each probability density function has a similar shape with others, but has a 
different slope. The probability of a surface roughness for the multi-pass cases 
is determined by the following procedures: 
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u 

Figure 2: the shape of fu ( u) 

• Define Vw and V8 

• Define a, b, c, d, h, g, and A 

• Specify a surface roughness to be achieved: p ~ u ~ q 

• Compute J; fu(u)du 

The detailed results can be summarized for multi-pass cases as follows: 

1. Hthe distribution of {XIO <a~ z ~ b},{YIO < c ~ 1J ~ d}, and 
{TID< g ~ t ~ h}is given, respectively, all the p.d.f fu(u) are similar shapes 
having a maximum probability value between g - ~ and h - ~ of U. Es
pecially, the probability is constant in the middle stage of a curve when the 
roughness goes higher. This result can lead to set higher roughness values so 
that the grinding cost can be reduced. 

2. As a reversed situation of 1., if Pr(p ~ u ~ q) is given, the correspond
ing surface roughness can be estimated in each case. Since the p.d.f fu(u) is a 
kind of parabolic curves, multiple roughness values are possible with an equal 
probability. The machining cost would be the most critical factor to select the 
appropriate surface roughness. 

3. H a desired surface roughness along with the probability is given, some 
critical machining parameters such as v. and Vw can be determined. Also, the 
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number of passes required to accomplish a given roughness can be derived as 
follows: 

n < s?Ji .. 
4 Measuring Distance and Wheel Radius 

Both the distance between neighboring active grains and the wheel radius of a 
grinding wheel are the most critical characteristics used for estimating surface 
roughness in this study. The standard marking system[4] for abrasive wheels 
has either six or eight parameters dependent on wheel materials, for example, 
aluminum oxide and silicon carbide or diamond and CBN. Two parameters such 
as the abrasive grain size and concentration number(or structure) are directly 
related to this study. The grain size can be obtained by d9 (mm) = 68M-L4 

where M is a value of the second parameter in the standard marking system. 
For the distance between adjacent active grains, the volumetric concentration of 
abrasive grain in the wheel can be determined first by D9 (%) = 2(32- S) where 
Sis a value of the fourth parameter( concentration number) in the marking sys
tem. Then, the distance between the active grains can be found by Equation (2). 

'll'd d -~ d ..adlJ, - g- D, - g 

• 
(2) 

where d, is a wheel diameter. 

5 Conclusion 

The major focus of this study is the probabilistic estimation of surface rough
ness in the grinding operations when the characteristics of a grinding wheel are 
specified. The characteristics of the wheel are simplified to two factors: the 
distance between neighboring active grains and the wheel radius. Although the 
two characteristics are represented by statistical distributions, other important 
features of grinding such as vibration, thermal effect, friction, wheel dressing, 
etc. can be added to the current model for developing more realistic models. 
The authors have started working on this extension. Either mathematical or 
probabilistic representations is helpful to develop better grinding conditions, to 
forecast surface roughness, to minimize manufacturing cost and to be competi
tive in product quality. 
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